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ENTERTAINING

Tips for a stress-free holiday gathering for first-time hosts
By Emily Heil and Jura Koncius
Special to The Washington Post

T

he season of celebration is here, and if this
is your first time hosting family or friends
in your new home for the holidays, you may
be wondering how you’re going to pull it off.
Before we delve into the specifics (don’t worry, we’ve
got your back), a few words of general advice: You
don’t have to throw the party your parents (or grandparents) did. This is your show.
If you want to break out your wedding china and
serve a traditional dinner menu, do it. But if you’re
more the chili and beer type, that’s fine, too. Are
you more of a morning person? Serve mimosas and
quiche at a brunch. Hate holiday music? Queue up an
R&amp;B playlist. If living through a pandemic has
taught us anything, it’s to let go of what’s not important, and that might include Great-Aunt Trudy’s chess
pie that nobody really liked, anyway.
Speaking of the pandemic: This year’s gatherings
will probably be merrier than 2020’s thanks to coronavirus vaccines. But covid concerns are still on the
menu. Some people might not be traveling, or they
might cancel at the last minute. The ingredients you
need for that dessert you planned on making might
be sitting in a container ship. Stay flexible.
And know your audience, says Darcy Miller, a celebrations consultant and the author and illustrator of
“Celebrate Everything! Fun Ideas to Bring Your Parties to Life.” If you have guests who are more nervous
than others about sitting close to one another, create
your own individual mini-graze boards. “People then
have their own platter and it’s also active decor when
you line them up on the table,” Miller says. The boards
can include savory or sweet foods and be topped with
placecards for a personal touch.
We talked to party-planning experts and culinary
gurus for advice on how to plan, shop, cook, serve and
clean up for your nearest and dearest this holiday season — without losing your mind.

It’s all about the game plan

The best way to avoid being frazzled is to be prepared. Many seasoned hosts set their tables several
days in advance. “Always pretend your event is a few
days before. It’s like putting a fake date on your calendar,” says Miller. There is always work you have to
do at the end, such as cooking and getting fresh flowers. She recommends cleaning the house, rounding
up an extra dining chair and buying beverages a few
days in advance.
Miami-based Amanda Gluck, who writes the blog
Fashionable Hostess, makes a detailed timeline. “My

®
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dinner is at 7 p.m., so at 5 p.m., the pot roast goes
in the oven. At 5:30, fill the water glasses. At 6 p.m.,
light the candles. At 6:30, put the bread on the table,”
she says. She lays out platters with serving forks and
spoons, with a note on each that says what will go
where. “So even if someone else helps me to serve, they
won’t be searching through my cabinets.” You might
also realize you don’t have a crucial piece: Gluck once
had to call her mom to bring a gravy boat.
It’s OK to ask for help, says Lola Wiarco Dweck, a
recipe developer and cooking instructor at Lola’s Cocina in Denver, but be careful what you ask for. “I usually don’t like people to bring anything that is really
essential to the menu,” she says. “Extras are good,
such as drinks or dessert. I want to have things ready
to host, as you never know who will be late or early.”
This year, there’s one more thing on the prep list:
checking the rules. The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention’s guidelines for the holidays have recommendations for minimizing coronavirus risks. Also
consult local guidelines for mask-wearing and how
many guests to host. Individual households must decide what works best for them when it comes to unvaccinated family members or celebrating outdoors.

Pick a serving setup

Before you choose your menu, determine your serving style. Buffets are good if you don’t have a large
dining table.If you’ve got the space for it, a familystyle meal — where people sit around a table and food
is passed on platters — can cut down on the need
for elaborate decorations, notes Amber Mayfield, an
event planner and the founding editor of the magazine While Entertaining.
“Food can be part of the design, so you’re not going crazy with flowers or anything,” she says. “And the
beautiful platters of food give you a ‘wow’ moment.”
Most entertaining veterans counsel against having “plated” meals, where a host makes up individual plates and serves them. With a larger guest list,
the food could be cold by the time it gets to the table.

Embrace a hybrid menu

The pandemic has made takeout an option not only
for family dinners, but also for entertaining, because
restaurants have bumped their offerings up a notch.
Many now offer specific holiday dinner dishes to take
home.
Mayfield likes to outsource the main dish and focus on “low-lift” sides. “Think about the local restaurant you love that has a chicken or a leg of lamb,” she
says. “Buy the big thing from someone who is great
at it. It takes the pressure off you.”
Accompaniments can be as simple as a sheet pan

Dress the house in your own style

Small touches can add warmth to your gathering,
whether it’s personalized place cards made by your
kids or party favors that include chocolates.
Designer and author Justina Blakeney of the Jungalow lifestyle brand goes outdoors for inspiration.
“Rely on seasonal greenery as a jumping-off place,”
she says. “Pluck some maple leaves and use them as a
runner to create a lush look.” She also likes “botanicals and bling”: greens paired with gold, silver, bronze
or mercury glass.
You can zhuzh up your everyday white plates with
cloth napkins, jewel-toned glassware and lots of candles, Blakeney says. Or, if you are a so-called “grandmillennial,” use your flowered family china along with
other vintage pieces.
Most importantly, try to be relaxed. “A house doesn’t
have to be perfect or completely done for it to feel festive or inviting,” says Blakeney, who designs products
for Target. “Chill out. These are family and friends,
and they are not judging you.”

Establish your own traditions

Holiday traditions are a blend of old and new.
Dweck, who grew up “Mexican Catholic,” says it has
been easy for her and her husband, who is Jewish,
to combine traditions, because “everything centers
on family and food,” she says. For generations, several dozen women in Dweck’s family have gathered
to make tamales before Christmas. They assemble,
bag and freeze hundreds of tamales that are then
served in all of the families’ homes. The main recipe
comes from her great-grandmother — slow-cooked
pork with red chile sauce — but her husband doesn’t
eat pork, so now they make a chicken version and a
vegetarian one.
Some families have a tradition of reflecting on why
they gather. If this speaks to you, jot down a few
thoughts or ask an older relative or your funny cousin
to prepare a toast. “It’s a moment to slow down the
dinner, a moment for reflection and to share things
that are happening in our lives,” Gluck says.
And if hosting a large dinner seems overwhelming,
throw a party that isn’t on the holiday itself. Miller
says many people would appreciate something fun
to do the day after Thanksgiving. “Start a new tradition of having friends and family come by for a Friday cocktail party.” Or host a leftover turkey sandwich bar sometime over the weekend.
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of colorful roasted vegetables or a hearty grain salad,
she says. She’s also a fan of a “semi-homemade” dessert, such as a premade pie shell that you fill with fruit
and serve with good ice cream.
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Featuring a rich history in Royal Oak since
1944, Sands Barber Shop has provided
generations of loyal customers with the
best haircuts, great shaves and friendly
conversations.
Specializing in children’s hair cuts, our barbers cater to the youngest members of your family.
Our first time hair cut customers receive a wonderful family keepsake, a special certificate with a
lock of their baby hair. A golf set, suckers and a penny bubble gum machine keep our youngest
customers busy while the rest of the family gets their hair cut
We also love and respect our fabulous senior customers who enrich our lives with their words of
wisdom. Sands Barber Shop has had the privilege of donating to the WWII Honor Flight Program
allowing our veterans to visit the WWII Memorial in Washington, DC. Many of our customers have
participated in this program.
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Meet
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Doctors
Dr. Belen

Leonard C. Salvia, D.O.

Creagh E. Milford, D.O.

Our team of cardiologists is proud to provide a wide range of
state-of-the-art diagnostic services with which to evaluate your condition.
Stress Testing: Lexiscan or Lexiwalk • Echocardiography
Electrocardiography • Vascular Ultrasounds
Heart Rhythm Monitoring • Cardiac Catheterization
Our nuclear lab is accredited by ICANL.
The physicians at Heart Care are highly qualified to interpret your study and make recommendations from it.

Cardiology, Cardiovascular Disease, Heart Care
6889 Highland Road
Waterford, MI 48327

248.666.5200

www.heartcarepcwaterford.com
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HOLIDAY DECOR

A GUIDE TO PICKING THE
PERFECT FRESH CHRISTMAS TREE

PHOTOS COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

Selecting a tree is a yearly ritual and each person has his or her set of criteria for what makes the ideal Christmas tree.

C

ome the holiday season, perhaps no tradition evokes the
warm and fuzzy “feels” more
than a family outing to pick a Christmas tree. Whether it’s a trek to a live
Christmas tree farm or a short drive
to the nearest pre-cut tree lot, the process of selecting a tree that will serve
as the crown jewel of the entire season is a great way to make lasting
memories.
Selecting a tree is a yearly ritual
and each person has his or her set
of criteria for what makes the ideal
Christmas tree. These tips can help
families find the right tree.

Choose your species

Look for trees that have a desirable shape and allow for
adequate space between branches.

desirable shape and allow for adequate space between branches, advises the home and garden resource
The Spruce. Trees groomed to be
lush and full will look beautiful unadorned, but once ornaments are
added, full branches may cause those
ornaments to hang low or even fall
off. Trees with sparse branches allow
for ornaments to hang straight.

Measure your space

Trees in the field or in a lot may
look much smaller than they do when
brought into the living room. Don’t
make the mistake of selecting a tree
that is too large for your home. The
agricultural firm Ragan & Masey
says to measure the room from floor
to ceiling and subtract the height of
the tree stand and tree topper. It’s
equally important to measure the
width of the area where the tree will
stand and allow for ample space for
foot traffic around the tree.

Do some homework on the type of
tree you want prior to buying the tree.
Balsam fir and Fraser fir are popular Christmas tree varieties, but there
are many others, such as noble fir and
Norway spruce. Balsams are known
for having the most fragrant smell,
but Frasers tend to keep their needles
the longest. For those who prefer a Perform a needle check
Douglas fir, keep in mind that they
Every tree will drop some needles,
sometimes drop their needles prema- and most evergreens hold their foliturely due to foliar diseases like nee- age. Modest needle loss is not an indle-cast fungus.
dicator of a poor tree. However, Decker’s Nursery in Greenlawn, NY says if
Space for ornaments
50% of the needles are lost when you
In addition to aroma and needle swipe your hand down three to five
longevity, look for trees that have a different branches around the tree,

A heavy pre-cut tree means it is full of
water and has been cut more recently.
A healthy, fresh tree is going to require
an effort to lift.
the tree likely is not a good choice. In
addition, avoid a tree that has glaring
defects in the trunk as it can impede
water flow through the tree.

Heavier is better

A heavy pre-cut tree means it is full
of water and has been cut more recently. A healthy, fresh tree is going
to require an effort to lift. Older, dried
out trees will not be heavy. Upon arriving home, make a fresh cut off the
tree trunk and get it in water as soon
as possible — even if that’s a bucket
until the tree stand can be set up.
Story courtesy of Metro Creative
Connection

IN THE KITCHEN

Celebrate the holidays with special centerpieces
Few things bring family and friends
together quite like the holidays, and
serving up an elegant, seasonal meal
centered around a mouthwatering
main dish is a recipe for creating lasting memories with the ones you love.
Forging a fabulous holiday experience for the special people in your life

starts with choosing a flavorful, tender
cut of meat to serve as the centerpiece
of the meal. Hand-cut by expert butchers, an option like Spiral-Sliced Ham
from Omaha Steaks can serve as the focal point of a memorable holiday dinner. Flash frozen to capture freshness
and flavor, you can select a standout

cut of meat from the comfort of your
home and have it delivered directly to
your door in time to put together a tender, juicy main course.
Find more holiday recipe inspiration
at OmahaSteaks.com/blog/recipes.
Courtesy of Family Features

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAMILY FEATURES/OMAHA STEAKS

Spiral-Sliced Ham from Omaha Steaks can serve as the focal point of a memorable holiday dinner.

Rum and Cola Holiday Ham
Recipe courtesy of Omaha Steaks Executive Chef David Rose Prep time: 30 minutes Cook time: 80 minutes Servings: 10-12
Ham: 1 Omaha Steaks Spiral-Sliced Ham
(8 pounds)
Glaze: 1 cup cherry fruit spread 3/4 cup
dark spiced rum 3/4 cup cola 2 teaspoons
Worcestershire sauce 1 tablespoon Dijon
mustard 1/4 teaspoon kosher salt
To make ham:
• Thaw frozen ham in refrigerator 24-48
hours.
• Remove from refrigerator and let ham
come to room temperature, about 30-45
minutes.
• Preheat oven to 325 F. Remove ham from
foil and film. Return ham to foil wrapping
and place in oven-safe roasting pan. Roll foil
down leaving 2 inches of foil around bottom of ham.
• Place roasting pan with ham in oven on
lower rack and heat uncovered 60-75 minutes, until ham starts to brown. While ham
cooks, make glaze.
To make glaze:
• In medium saucepot, whisk fruit spread,
rum, cola, Worcestershire sauce, Dijon mustard and salt until well incorporated. Bring
to boil then reduce heat to medium. Simmer over medium heat 10 minutes then remove from heat. Cool to room temperature.
• During last 15 minutes of cooking, glaze
ham every 5 minutes.
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ENTERTAINING

5 TIPS TO PREPARE YOUR
HOME FOR HOLIDAY GUESTS

PHOTOS COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

Whether you’re hosting a big or small group of family and friends this holiday season, decorating and decluttering around the house can make party prep easier and more enjoyable for
everyone.

Cooler temperatures, outings to the Christmas tree farm,
game nights and holiday feasts. Now that the holiday season is here, it’s time to prep your home for seasonal fun!
Whether you’re hosting a big or small group of family and
friends this holiday season, decorating and decluttering
around the house can make party prep easier and more
enjoyable for everyone. With that in mind, here are some
top tips to create functional and stylish spaces that are
easy to keep clean and tidy throughout the festivities.
• Delightful décor. Make any
room feel warm and welcoming with EasyLiner Removable
Adhesive Shelf Liner by Duck
Brand. Decorating with laminate
is an affordable way to add pops
of color to a kitchen backsplash,
reading nook or old side table.
Choose a print that matches your
style and easily stick the laminate to smooth, flat surfaces for
a fresh new look that will wow
your guests.
• Mudroom without messy
floors. Preparing an area near
your entryway for bags and
shoes is a must when expecting
visitors. If you have a bench with
storage, add machine-washable
liner to the cubby to keep shelves
clean and dry. Placing liner by
the entrance of your home will

also offer extra space to store
muddy or wet shoes and stop salt
and snow from tracking in the
house. When guests leave, toss
the liner in the wash and reuse.
• Spotless spaces for kids. All
holiday gatherings need a space
for kids to have fun and play together. While setting up for arts
and crafts, line the table with a
clear, textured liner to prevent
crayons, markers or glue from
damaging surfaces. When it’s
time to clean up, simply wipe the
liner or toss it in the dishwasher.
• Get your guest room ready.
If you have family staying overnight, it’s time to get your guest
room in shape. Dress up drawers
and closet shelves with Smooth
Top EasyLiner. The grip bottom
will keep the liner and items in

Now that the holiday season is here, it’s time to prep your home for seasonal fun.
place. Trendy patterns will elevate your home décor and guests
will appreciate how clean and
homey the space feels during
their stay.
• Bathroom basics. Once
you’re done prepping the guest
room, don’t forget about the
guest bathroom. Keep styling

stations and the bath clean and
tidy with shelf liner and a bath
mat. Duck Brand offers a variety
of cushioned, machine-washable
bath and shower mats for extra
comfort and safety. The Clorox
mat is also designed to prevent
the growth of mold and mildew
on the mat.

Making these small updates
around the house now will keep
your most-used spaces clean and
tidy to ensure family and friends
are comfortable and happy over
the holidays.
Story courtesy of StatePoint
Media

IN THE KITCHEN

A sweet sauce to savor
There are few things better than festive
holiday celebrations. Everyone is gathered
around the table, ready to eat and enjoy
the company. The atmosphere is joyful, the
decorations are beautiful and the food is
absolute perfection.
From warm casseroles to hearty proteins, most spreads are made of an array
of colors with mouthwatering sides and
desserts. However, there are some dishes
the holidays just can’t happen without. One
is a classic, traditional Sweet Cranberry
Sauce. It’s popping with color and texture.
Plus, it makes everything it tops taste just
a little bit better.
This sauce is perfect for nearly any holiday celebration but is also a sweet treat
that can be served over vanilla ice cream
for dessert. It’s fruity with a hint of citrus
and flavorful with a dash of ground cinnamon and a bit of ginger.
This recipe is perfect for Thanksgiving
or Friendsgiving and works well into the
holiday season for all the other celebrations that likely dot your calendar. It’s a
timeless dish but with a fresh and tangy
twist that’s perfect for both gatherings
with many guests or simple nights at home

with those leftovers you just can’t resist.
Find more recipes perfect for celebrating the holidays at Culinary.net.
If you made this recipe at home, use
#MyCulinaryConnection on your favorite
social network to share your work.

Sweet Cranberry Sauce

Prep time: 2 minutes Cook time: 10minutes Servings: 8
12 ounces cranberries 1 cup granulated
sugar 1/4 cup orange juice 1/2 cup water 1
1/2 tablespoons ginger paste 1/8 tablespoon
salt 1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon 2 tablespoons orange zest vanilla ice cream (optional)
• In large skillet over medium heat, combine cranberries, sugar, orange juice, water, ginger paste, salt, ground cinnamon
and orange zest.
• Bring to simmer. Stir until thickened
to desired consistency, 15 minutes.
• Cool 30 minutes. Transfer to bowl.
Cover and refrigerate 30 minutes. Serve
alone or over vanilla ice cream, if desired.
Courtesy of Family Features

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAMILY FEATURES/CULINARY.NET

This recipe for sweet cranberry sauce is popping with color and texture. Plus, it makes
everything it tops taste just a little bit better.
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Experience real joy this holiday season.
Make us your home for the holidays, and find true joy.
Without the worries of shoveling snow and maintaining
your home, you can fully enjoy engaging experiences with
your friends and family. We offer affordable, maintenance-free
apartments and nurturing, compassionate staff, plus delicious
chef-prepared meals, housekeeping and many planned
activities for the holidays and beyond.
You’ll feel right at home with us. Call us today!
Dearborn Heights
(313) 406-7649

Elmwood in Rochester Hills
(248) 918-4052

Farmington Hills
(248) 987-0642

Sterling Heights
(586) 580-8778

Stone in Rochester Hills
(248) 537-1006

Westland Venoy
(734) 403-4510

AmericanHouseMI.com
Affordable | Single-story | Family-owned for over 40 years
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SHOPPING

PHOTOS COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

Spread out purchases and begin holiday shopping before prices increase.

Beat the holiday hustle with
these shopping strategies
It’s beginning to look a lot
like the holiday shopping season. The four- to five-week period between Thanksgiving and
Christmas is one of the most
frenzied times of year, especially
for shoppers.
According to recent research
from Needle, an advocate-powered e-commerce company, shoppers report feeling more stress
from holiday shopping than they
do from family obligations and
holiday travel. Eighty-four percent of consumer respondents in
Needle’s survey stated that giftgiving caused them stress. Finding the right gifts for everyone
can be particularly challenging.
While it may not be possible
to remove all of the stressors
surrounding holiday shopping,
these tips may help make the job
more manageable.
• Outline everyone on your
list. Santa has it right by making a list and checking it twice.
Only by writing a list will you
be able to ensure you do not
forget anyone. Savings expert
Lauren Greutman from Flipp,
a Canadian savings app, suggests including teachers, coworkers and service people in
addition to family and friends
on the list.
• Track deals and coupons.
Sticking to a budget is easier
when you utilize tools that help
you save even more. Resources
like Honey and Retail Me Not
will automatically apply coupon
codes at checkout to make sure
you are getting the lowest prices
possible online. Social media, retailer websites and third-party
apps also can be great places to
find bargains.
• Protect personal information. The Federal Trade Commission says to protect yourself
financially by shopping only on
secure websites with an “https”

There are many ways to make holiday shopping easier and more affordable.
address. Stick with retailers that
tell you what they do with your
data and how they keep it secure. Consider creating a separate email address and/or account password for shopping retailers to reduce identity theft
and other fraud.
• Shop early. Bank of America says one of the easiest ways
to overspend is waiting until the

last minute to shop and then
having to settle for what’s available, regardless of prices. Spread
out purchases and begin holiday
shopping before prices increase.
• Be wary of fake coupons.
The internet has made shopping and researching easier but
also more complicated at the
same time. A deal that seems too
good to be true may be just that.

Counterfeit coupons are phishing scams that can end up compromising personal information
when you click on them.
• Take advantage of warehouse stores. Make the most of
that membership fee by buying
the bulk of your gifts at a warehouse store to save time and
money. These retailers carry everything from jewelry to elec-

tronics to clothing. Also, they
sell gift baskets or boxes around
the holidays that can be divided
into multiple gifts, saving you
even more.
There are many ways to make
holiday shopping easier and
more affordable.
Story courtesy of Metro Creative
Connection
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HOME
FURNISHING
DESIGNS

A family-owned
business serving
metro Detroit for
over 69 years.

69th Anniversary Sale!
STOREWIDE 25-50% OFF

MAGNIFICENT MOTION
SOFAS, SECTIONALS,
& RECLINERS

NOW IN STOCK!!!

Metro Detroit’s Quality Home Furnishing Stores!
www.McLaughlins.com
SOUTHGATE

14405 Dix Rd.
734-285-5454
Mon. - Sat.: 10 am to 5 pm
Sun: Noon to 5 pm
Closed on Wed.

NOVI

42200 Grand River Ave.
248-344-2551
Mon. - Sat.: 10 am to 5 pm
Sun: Noon to 5 pm

LAKESIDE

45490 Utica Park Blvd.
586-803-8108
Mon. - Sat.: 10 am to - 5 pm
Sun: Noon to 5 pm

Discounts off MSRP. Sales ends Monday, November 29th 2021.
Certain restrictions apply. See store for details. Prior sales excluded. Products vary by location and limited quantities available.
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SHOPPING

HOW TO HANDLE THE
RETURN OF BLACK FRIDAY

T

he holiday season
figures to feel more
familiar in 2021
than it did a year ago,
when a global pandemic
forced people to change
how they celebrated and
shopped. Though the
pandemic is not yet in
the rearview mirror, the
rollout of a trio of effective vaccines should make
it possible for millions of
people to celebrate safely
this holiday season.

A return to normalcy
should be welcome news
for local retailers, and
Black Friday could start
the beginning of a busy
and lucrative holiday season. With a more normal
holiday season on the horizon, shoppers may benefit from a refresher course
on how to get the best
Black Friday deals.
• Start early. Black Friday may not begin until
the day after Thanksgiving, but savvy shoppers
know that many retailers
post or leak their sales
well in advance of the big
day. Various websites are
devoted to helping consumers find the best Black
Friday deals. Many such
websites update their listings as retailers release
more sales information.
C onsumers c a n bookmark Black Friday websites and then periodically
visit them to learn about
the latest deals.
• Compar ison shop.
Getting a head start on
Black Friday shopping
also affords shoppers a
chance to compar ison
shop. PriceGrabber.com
makes it easy to compare
deals from a wide range
of retailers on everything
from appliances to furniture to pet supplies.
• Confirm when stores
open. Ma ny re t a i ler s
abandoned midnight store
openings on Black Friday
a year ago. Such decisions
were made to protect public health and they may
remain in place in 2021.
Though it might be a family tradition to visit a retailer in the wee small
hours of the Black Friday
morning, the pandemic
has changed the holiday
shopping landscape. So
confirm when stores open
and close before crawling
out of bed in the dark this
Black Friday.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

Black Friday figures to feel more normal in 2021than it did a year ago.
• Ut i l i z e c u r b s ide
pickup to avoid crowds.
Shoppers who are still
nervous about COVID-19
don’t have to sit Black Friday out for the second year
in a row. Various retailers
started offering curbside
pickup during the pandemic and that option has
proven so popular that it’s
stuck around even after
vaccines became widely
available. Shoppers with
unvaccinated children at
home or those who simply
want to avoid crowds can
safely land great deals by
opting for curbside pickup
this Black Friday.
Black Friday figures to
feel more normal in 2021
than it did a year ago.
Consumers can capitalize
on Black Friday sales by
revisiting some old shopping strategies and embracing new ones as the
2021 holiday season begins.
Story courtesy of Metro
Creative Connection

Shoppers may benefit from a refresher course on how to get the best Black Friday deals.

ENTERTAINING

Warm and wow guests
with homemade hot
mulled apple cider
When hosting friends and family at home, it’s understandable
that hosts direct so much of their
focus to the foods they plan to
serve. The main course is often the
focal point and most memorable
aspect of a dinner party, and that’s
true whether the get-together is a
backyard barbecue, a holiday meal
with the family or a formal affair
with colleagues.
Food might be a focal point, but
guests also will need something to
drink. Traditional spirits like wine
and cocktails are the standard, but
hosts who want to get a little creative should not hesitate to do so.
When choosing a special beverage,
timing is everything. Guests will
want to cool down on warm summer evenings, so something cold
and refreshing can make for the
perfect signature cocktail. When
hosting on nights when the mercury has dropped, a warm beverage can heat up guests in a matter of minutes. On such nights,
hosts can serve this version of
“Hot Mulled (Sherried) Apple Cider” courtesy of Laurey Masterton’s “The Fresh Honey Cookbook”
(Storey). One added benefit to Masterton’s recipe is it can produce a

welcoming winter aroma, helping
hosts establish a warm ambiance
for the festivities.

Hot Mulled (Sherried) Apple
Cider
Serves 16
1 gallon apple cider 1 orange, unpeeled, cut into slices 1⁄4 cup whole
cloves 4 sticks cinnamon 1⁄4 cup
honey, preferably cranberry honey
1 cup sherry (optional)
• Combine the cider, orange
slices, cloves, cinnamon, and
honey in a large pot over medium
heat. If you are picky about things
floating in your cider, make a little bundle out of cheesecloth and
place the cinnamon and cloves inside before adding to the cider. I
like to chew on cloves, so I just toss
everything in. Bring to a boil, and
then reduce to a simmer over low
heat for an hour or so to spread
these lovely winter aromas around
your home.
• If you’re serving it to adults,
add the sherry. It might make everyone want to go sledding!
Courtesy of Metro Creative
Connection

PHOTO COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

When hosting on cool nights, a warm beverage can heat up guests in a matter of minutes.
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www.judsoncenter.org | 866-5JUDSON

Building Brighter Futures
Since 1924.
Judson Center helps children and families
reach their greatest potential.
Your donation will provide brighter futures for
the children, adults and families we serve.
Visit us today at judsoncenter.org/brighterfutures

AUTISM
CONNECTIONS

BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH

CHILD &
FAMILY SERVICES

DISABILITY
SERVICES

FAMILY
HEALTH
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Happy Holidays from our families to yours!
• Insulators
• Pipefitters
• Railroad
Workers

• Bricklayers
• Plumbers
• Boilermakers
• Electricians

• Paper Mills
• Steel and
Auto Workers
• Other Trades

Serling & Abramson is here to help

Offices in Birmingham
and Allen Park
Call us for your free case evaluation

MICHIGAN’S
FIRST & FINEST
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TRAVEL

TIPS TO ENSURE HOLIDAY ROAD
TRIPS ARE SAFE AND STRESS-FREE
After a 2020 holiday season in
which the pandemic forced the
postponement or cancellation of
festivities, families are planning to get together once again
in 2021. Many people will head
home for the holidays this year,
and the vast majority will take
to the highway to do so. The U.S.
Bureau of Transportation Statistics says the Thanksgiving and
Christmas/New Year’s holiday
periods are among the busiest
for long-distance travel. The
highways will be busy with motorists criss-crossing the country
to visit loved ones. Holiday travel
may require covering a long
distance in a limited amount of
time. Finding ways to be efficient
in regard to time management
can reduce stress and improve
safety.

• Travel at night. If you can
safely manage it, you may experience considerably less traffic
in the evening hours than during other times of day. In addition, if kids are in tow, they may
sleep much of the way, helping to
reduce the number of times they
ask, “Are we there yet?” Share
driving responsibilities with another person so that each driver
can take a break to prevent
drowsy driving.
• Get a vehicle maintenance
check. No one wants to get
stranded on the side of the road
with a car filled with gifts and
treats. It’s well worth the investment to have a mechanic give a
vehicle a checkup prior to leaving. Get an oil change even if
it’s a little early to do so. Look at
tire tread wear and ensure that
you have the right tires for the
road conditions where you’ll be

PHOTOS COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

Holiday travel may require covering a long distance in a limited amount of time. Finding ways to be efficient in regard to time management can
reduce stress and improve safety.
headed.
• Plan your route. People often
rely on mobile phone or dashboard GPS systems to get where
they need to go. However, it helps
to have a general idea of the route
so that if service drops out you
can still find your way. Scout out
rest stops or acceptable restaurants online prior to leaving so
you have a plan for making stops
in safe areas.
• Stock the car. While presents
may be taking up valuable real
estate, pack a cooler with snacks
and beverages to help reduce how
many times you need to get off
the highway. Also, games or other
forms of entertainment can keep
children occupied on long trips.

• Slow down in inclement
weather. The holiday meal can
be reheated if you’re late, so don’t
feel compelled to speed or drive
erratically when the weather is
stormy. It’s not worth the risk of
getting into an accident that can
cause serious injuries. Travelers
United, a nonprofit organization
that represents all travelers, also
warns that quick storms that pop
up after a long dry spell can immediately make road surfaces extremely slippery. Use caution.
Planning and preparation are
essential to getting home safely
this holiday season.
Story courtesy of Metro Creative
Connection

IN THE KITCHEN

HOLIDAY SWEETS
MADE TO SHARE

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAMILY FEATURES

With an easy recipe like Peanut Butter Saltine Candy that calls for just a handful of
ingredients, you can get the whole family involved in the kitchen.
Among the decorations, gifts and gatherings of loved ones, there’s perhaps
nothing quite like family favorite foods
that call to mind the joy of the holidays.
Whether your loved ones relish building
gingerbread houses or dining on an allin feast, looking forward to annual traditions is part of what makes the season
so special.
This year, you can add to the fun with
a new annual activity by creating a delightful dessert with the help of little
ones and adults alike. With an easy recipe like Peanut Butter Saltine Candy that
calls for just a handful of ingredients,
you can get the whole family involved in
the kitchen.
Ask your little helpers to measure out
ingredients while a grownup prepares
the pan and uses the stove. Once the base
is finished baking, call the kids back to
sprinkle chocolate chips and peanut butter chips over the top.
After your candy creation is cooled,
just break it into pieces meant to be
shared with the entire family. An added
benefit: all can enjoy the nutrient-rich flavor of peanuts, which rise to superfood
status by delivering 19 vitamins and minerals and 7 grams of protein per serving.
Find more holiday recipes at gapeanuts.com.
Courtesy of Family Features

Peanut Butter Saltine Candy
Yield: 45 pieces
Nonstick cooking spray (butter flavor)
1 sleeve (4 ounces) regular saltine crackers 1⁄2 cup butter 3⁄4 cup creamy peanut butter 1 cup granulated sugar 2 cups milk chocolate chips 1⁄2 cup peanut butter chips 1⁄2 cup
rough chopped, dry roasted peanuts
• Preheat oven to 400 F. Line 10-by-15-by-1inch pan with aluminum foil. Spray foil with
nonstick cooking spray then lay saltines flat
in single layer on prepared pan. Set aside.
• In heavy duty, 1-quart saucepan over
medium heat, combine butter, peanut butter and sugar. Stir constantly until butter
and sugar are melted, bringing mixture to
boil. Boil 3 minutes, stirring frequently. Pour
cooked mixture over saltines and bake 5 minutes.
• Remove from oven and sprinkle chocolate chips over saltines. Let cool 3 minutes
then spread melted chocolate completely
over saltines.
• Sprinkle peanut butter chips evenly
over chocolate. Return pan to oven 1 minute to soften chips. Pull pointed tines of fork
through softened peanut butter chips to partially cover chocolate. Sprinkle chopped peanuts on top, gently pressing into candy.
• Let cool on rack about 15 minutes then
place in freezer 3 minutes. Remove from
freezer and break into pieces. Store in airtight container.

Planning and preparation are essential to getting home safely this
holiday season.

IN THE KITCHEN

Chocolate cookies are a sweet
finale to Thanksgiving dinners
Holiday entertaining season begins
on Thanksgiving. Anyone who has been
tasked with hosting Thanksgiving understands the commitment required
to prepare a delicious meal for guests,
which often encompasses appetizers,
several side dishes and, of course, turkey as the centerpiece. Guests attending a Thanksgiving dinner can give holiday hosts and hostesses a break by providing dessert.
Cookies are a popular treat. Thanks
to their flavor, portability and relatively
short preparation and cooking times,
cookies are a smart choice when bringing dessert to a holiday gathering. This
recipe for “Flourless Chocolate Cookies”
from Danielle Rye’s “Live Well Bake
Cookies: 75 Classic Cookie Recipes for
Every Occasion” (Rock Point) offers the
added benefit of being flourless. That
means that even those with gluten allergies or intolerances can indulge.

1⁄2 teaspoons pure vanilla extract
• Preheat the oven to 350 F. Line two
large baking sheets with parchment
paper or silicone baking mats and set
aside.
• In a large mixing bowl, sift the
powdered sugar and unsweetened cocoa powder together, then whisk in the
instant espresso powder (if using) and
salt until well combined. Set aside.
• In a separate mixing bowl, whisk
together the egg whites, egg, and vanilla
extract until fully combined.
• Add the wet ingredients to the dry
ingredients, and stir until the mixture
is fully combined and smooth.
• Using a 1-tablespoon cookie scoop,
scoop the cookie dough onto the prepared baking sheets, making sure to
leave a little room between each one.
• Bake for 11 to 14 minutes, or until
the tops of the cookies are set. Remove
from the oven, and allow the cookies to
Flourless Chocolate Cookies
cool completely on the baking sheets.
• Store the cookies in an airtight conMakes 24 to 36 cookies
3 cups powdered sugar 3⁄4 natural un- tainer at room temperature for up to
sweetened cocoa powder 1⁄2 teaspoon 5 days.
espresso powder (optional) 1⁄4 teaspoon
salt 2 large egg whites, at room temper- Courtesy of Metro Creative
ature 1 large egg, at room temperature 1 Connection

PHOTO COURTESY OF METRO CREATIVE CONNECTION

These flourless chocolate cookies are delicate and need to be cooled completely
before handling.
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Dr Richard Bartholomew

Orthopedic Shoulder Specialist

Custom Fit Stemless Shoulder Replacement
◆ Dr. Bartholomew was among the first in
the United States to offer this exciting new
technology.
◆ Using 3D printing, each guide is custom fit
to each patient’s individual anatomy. This,
in conjunction with minimally invasive
techniques, offer several advantages:
Quicker recovery time

(248) 673-0500

Less Invasive

Call for an appointment

Anatomic Fit

to learn more

Preserves More Bone

about this exciting
new technology

1349 S. Rochester Road,
Suite 225, Rochester Hills, MI

4800 Highland Road,
Waterford, MI

www.bone-joint.net

Are you looking for an alternative to
Total Knee Replacement?
The Uni-Knee implant may be able to help
you preserve more of your natural joint.
Because the Uni-Knee Unicompartmental
(Uni) implant only replaces the damaged
portion of your knee, it preserves more
bone than a total knee replacement, which
replaces all three compartments of the
knee. It also preserves the anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) and posterior cruciate
ligament (PCL) - key to the stability and
natural motion in your stride.
Backed by a long history of clinical
success, the Uni-Knee can be implanted
using minimally invasive techniques,
which means a smaller incision and the
potential for a quicker recovery.
This treatment is not appropriate for
everyone; only your orthopedic surgeon
can tell if you are a candidate for
unicompartmental knee replacement.

Call 248-673-0500 for
an appointment today!
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NEVER BE WITHOUT
POWER AGAIN

®

From our families to yours Wishing you a Wonderful Thanksgiving Day!
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S
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Readers Choice Aw ards

1ST

Financing available
starting as low as
$
*
79.00 per month!

OVER 39 YEARS
OF SATISFIED
CLIENTS!

A permanently installed automatic standby generator
protects your family and home from damaging,
dangerous power outages:
• We strive to create continuous
customer satisfaction, at the
highest quality
• Free In Home Consultation
• No pressure sales - We strive on our
service, to assist you & your family

CALL US
TODAY

• 24/7 automatic power protection
from blackouts
• Hands free operation: no gas cans,
no extension cords
• Runs on home’s existing natural gas
or LP fuel supply

for more information on the turnkey
installation of an automatic standby generator
and to schedule an in-home consultation.

A 10 YEAR

RECEIVE
EXTENDED WARRANTY!*

WITH THE PURCHASE OF YOUR GENERAC® GENERATOR!

(A $1000.00 VALUE!) OFFER EXPIRES 12-31-21.

$300.00 BONUS FREE Whole House Surge Suppression with your Generator Installation!

*Terms and Conditions: Offer only valid on purchases made 10-1-21-12-31-21, and when the Generac
home standby generator is purchased directly from Joe Pizik. Refurbished products are excluded from this
promotion. The only Generac home standby generators that are eligible for this promotion are Model #’s
7172,7224,7226,7043,7209. Generator must be installed and activated in order for the warranty to be applied.
Joe Pizik reserve the right to rescind or change this offer at any time. The free warranty is provided by Joe Pizik,
not Generac Power Systems, Inc. For questions related to eligibility, please call Joe Pizik Electric 248-362-3608.

*Terms and conditions apply. Call for details.

JOE PIZIK ELECTRIC, INC.
3 7 5 O l i v e r , Tr o y, M i c h i g a n 4 8 0 8 4

Licensed & Insured

Service (248) 362-3608 • www.joepizikelectric.com
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www.grautogallery.com

Consign with the BEST!

Ph: 248-912-6600

EASY AS 1-2-3

4IF YOU HAVE A

UNIQUE CAR TO SELL

4WE WILL

DO ALL THE WORK

4WE WILL GET YOU
THE MOST MONEY

Simple Consignment!

We are the largest consignment dealer in the Midwest!

• Any age specialty vehicle
• Advertising and storage
• 120 day extendable contract
• 100+ photos and 2 HD videos

• No Hassels - No missed appointments, no waiting, no negotiating, no scams!
• Advertising Exposure - Worldwide online presence and 3 huge indoor showrooms
• Respect For Your Vehicle - Caring staff, climate controlled facilities
• World wide shipping - Our full-time staff can arrange shipping

Fully Disclosed Sales Process!

We have the tools and knowledge to maximize sales and get you top dollar!

We offer worldwide shipping for all types of vehicles!

500+vehicles in-house, over 150,000 sq.ft. of showroom space between our facilities!

GR Auto Gallery of Metro Detroit
3175 Martin Rd
Commerce Twp, MI 48390
(248) 912-6600
Hours: M-F 9am-5pm

GR Auto Gallery of Grand Rapids
4722 50th SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
(616) 855-6600
Hours: M-F 9am-5pm

GR Auto Gallery of Traverse City
5555 Brentwood Ave
Grawn, MI 49637
(231) 276-3166
Hours: By Appointment

GR Auto Gallery of Indianapolis
2461 Reeves Rd #194
Plainfield, IN 46168
NEW
(317) 742-9191 LOCATION
Hours: M-F 9am-5pm

With our WORLDWIDE advertising and dealership presence, we annually sell over 1,200
Classic, Luxury, Exotic and Special interest vehicles!

Email: sales@grautogallery.com • Web: www.grautogallery.com
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TREAT YOUR ELF TO NEW FLOORS

FLOORING SPECIAL

65

UP
TO

*
%

OF F

FINANCING

†

**Next-day installation on in-stock carpet only and subject to availability. †Some restrictions may apply. Oﬀer is for new applicants only and cannot be
combined with other promotional discounts or special oﬀers. Special ﬁnancing subject to credit approval. Not all applicants will qualify. *Minimum
purchase required with selected in-stock carpet and ﬂooring only. Includes basic installation and pad, does not include extras. Valid only at the initial
consultation. Oﬀers not to be combined with any other discounts or special promotions. Cannot be applied to current or past orders. Some restrictions
apply. See sales consultant for details. Sale ends 12/31/2021.

586-698-7092
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Holidays!
for the
I NS P IR E D S ENIOR L IVING

LIFE IN FULL BLOOM

CALL TO SCHEDULE A TOUR

and enjoy lunch on us when you mention this ad.

Retirement, Independent
and Assisted Living

Assisted Living, Memory Care
and Respite Care

Vibrant & Engaging Campus

Person Centered Care

Resort-Style Amenities Including
Full Service Salon & Spa

Life Enrichment Activities
Including Fitness & Wellness

Exceptional Dining Options

Secure Outdoor Walking Paths
with Natural Views

Tranquil Views & Walking Trails
Maintenance-Free Lifestyle

Exceptional Dining Options
Professional Caring Team

Save the date for the 70th Rochester Area Hometown Christmas Parade, Sunday December 5th starting at 2 pm.
MOCERISENIORLIVING.COM | (248) 759.8500

LOCATED IN THE GREATER ROCHESTER AREA
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Holiday Gift Guide
Gifts for that Special Person!

Singer 8280

$95.00
Janome
1522PG

$249.00
Embroidery
and Sewing
SE 600
$379.00
Brother
NQ 1600E

$1499.00

Elna 120

Machines under $150.00 or less

Babylock
B-15

Brother
CS-5055

$169.00

$149.99

$199.00

$189.00

$149.00
Machines under $250.00 or less
Bernina
Elna 160
Janome 2212 Sew-N-Go-1

$169.00
Elna EC-30

Machines under $400.00 or less

Babylock
ZEAL

Bernina
B-35

$349.00

$279.00

Machines under $1500.00 or less

Bernina B-42 Eclipse Cabinet
Cover Hem

$499.00

Sale $1199.99 $1399.99

$299.00
Brother
SE 1900

$999.00

SUPER SAVING COUPONS $$$$
Fabric by the
yard. 45’’ or
108’’ 40% off
FAT ¼’s
$1.00 ea
Template or
Tear-Away
Sheets
75% off

All Sewing
Feet. 30% off

Bes-4
Lettering
Software
NOW $170.00

Stabilizers
Buy 1 Get 1
60% off

Select Quilting
Flat Fold
Fabric
$4.00 per yd

Floriani
Thread
Buy 15
get 15 Free

Anita
Goodesign
Designs In Stock
75% off

In Stock
OESD Isacord
Digitizing
Thread Buy 10
Programs 60%
get 10 Free
or more off MSRP

Needles Bobbins
Scan-N-Cut
Items 30% off

UNBELIEVABLE MACHINE THAT SEWS ON WOOD
Janome has limited us to only 20 of these
great machines & YES, they sew on wood, too!
No joke - we have never sold it this low.
Stop in
and get
yours!

FREE QUILT TABLE
and QUILT FEET
INCLUDED.

Floor model sale due to short supply in the industry. Get yours while you can!
SAVE 30-60% OFF - A TRUE DISCOUNT OFF a MSRP not an inflated one!
Monday - Friday 10am–6pm • Saturday 9am–5pm

G-3306 Miller Rd., Flint, Michigan 48507
(810) 732-1066 Authorized Singer
I-75 @ Miller Rd, 1/8 mile
west of I-75 in Yorkshire Plaza

Authorized Dealer for:

Service Center

12 MONTHS SAME AS CASH - NO MONEY DOWN
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Celebrate at
Viviano Flower
Shop!
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Visit Clare’s Hidden Gem for a Unique
Holiday Shopping Experience!

Black Friday 11/26
& Small Business
Saturday 11/27
15% off

Your purchases, including
in-store holiday pre-orders

Gift Card

1 per customer with purchase
5-$50
Mystery amount from $5-$50

Free

Viviano’s calendar with
monthly coupons

Offers available in-store only. Visit any of our 5 stores to
particiapte.

C Y B E R M O N D AY

1 1/ 2 9

15% off
Your online viviano.com
orders with coupon code
JOYOUS
Yes, you can use the
coupon more than once
during the day!
All discounts exclude weddings, events, funerals, wire, and phone orders.
Discounts cannot be combined with other discounts, offers, or coupons.

Rochester Shelby Twp. Chesterfield Grosse Pointe Woods
St. Clair Shores 1-800-VIVIANO www.viviano.com

• Cold Weather Gear
• Swords and Knives
• Airsoft Guns & Gear
• Boots & Gloves
• Tents & Vehicles
• Tools & Toys

• Generators
• Rope
• Flags
• Closeouts
• Red Line
• Blue Line

WE SALUTE
OUR VETERANS!

Gift
Certificates

See us on Facebook
8810 S. Clare Ave., Clare
989-386-5425 • OPEN 7 DAYS
Mon – Thurs 9:30-6, Fri. 9:30-7, Sat. 9:30-6, Sun. 11:30-5
general-jims.com

THEY’RE YOUR
METROPARKS.
LOTS OF
SPACE. EVEN
MORE FUN.
2022 ANNUAL PASSES ON SALE NOW
Residents get $5 off until December 31, 2021. Enjoy
more than a year of access to all 13 Metroparks!

METROPARKS.COM
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HOUSE OF OPTICAL
YOUR EYEWEAR HOUSE

Like
Us On
Facebook

250 E. 14 Mile n Clawson
(248) 435-3400

COME SEE OUR
BLACK FRIDAY SPECIALS!

There is still time to use your 2020 vision benefits!
Call today for best available appointments

40% OFF

FRAMES WITH PURCHASE
OF PRESCRIPTION LENSES!
*Excludes previous orders. Cannot be combined with any other offer or vision care plan.
Ray-Ban and Oakleys excluded by licensing agreement. With Coupon. Expires 12/16/21

*Cannot be used in conjunction with other orders, any other discounts, some insurance or vision care programs.
Some restrictions may apply. All coupons must be presented at time of purchase.

